
Convenience At Your Fingertips
Control The On-Field Scoreboard With Your Mobile

Device. Share your scores live.

Wired Electro-Mech® Converter
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With a SingleScore converter and a mobile device running the SingleScore app,
scoring a game has never been easier. An intuitive interface that looks like the
scoreboard you are controlling will get you up to speed quickly. The SingleScore
app is currently available for Baseball, Football, Basketball, and Soccer scoring.
Sport specific scoring enables quicker, more accurate scoring. Running on a
mobile device means fewer buttons to push, and no more resetting the board in
the middle of a game to correct a mistake. Tap or swipe to update the
scoreboard, it's that easy.

Want to share game status. SingleScore offers an embeddable widget that you
can add to your website. Now fans anywhere can follow the progress of the game
- as its happening. Create a virtual scoreboard and see for yourself.

Whether you're looking for a replacement for your current controller or console,
trying to make scoring easier for your scorekeepers, or allow fans to keep up with
the action, a SingleScore converter can help. Get a SingleScore converter today.
SingleScore converters are compatible with over a 150 models of Electro-Mech
scoreboards, including wired and wireless models. If you don't see your
scoreboard model in the list, please let us know so we can confirm that
SingleScore is compatible with your scoreboard.

Please call or e-mail us to discuss your scoring needs!

Looking for a new way to help your school go green? Check out this article on
how!

Scoreboards Technology

The Next Generation of Electronic Sports Scoreboards: Solar
Power

If you have been to a sports game in any of the stadiums around the country in
the last three years, you will probably have noticed an incredible increase in
efforts to go green. Due to the intense amount of waste and trash along with the
high electrical requirements that occur at every game, many stadiums took the
challenge of the green commitment.....

Check out this YouTube video!

http://singlescore.com/?link_list=3043171
https://www.electro-mech.com/team-sports/category/scoreboards-technology/?link_list=3043171


Carlos Correa-How To Apply Top-Hand-Torque

Knowing how to apply top-hand-torque correctly can give you better separation
between the lower and upper body and great resistance in your swing to explode
through the ball. I hope this video will help you to know how this move should feel.

Check Out Our Store For More Products!
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